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äýQop]in]S]t]/
Katopanishad
Volume 10
Chapter 2

n] n]reN] av]reN] p—o•: AS]: s]uiv]#ày]: b]huDÅ ic]nty]mÅn]: |
an]ny] p—o•e g]it]rõˆ] nÅist], aNÆyÅn]/ ihõ at]ky]* \ aN¶p—ýmÅNÅt]/ ||

2-8

nðSÅ t]ä†*N] m]it]: ˜p]nàyÅ p—o•] anyànðv] s¶#ÅnÅy] p—†SQõ |
yÅ\ tv]\ ˜p]: s]ty]D³it]: b]tÅis] tv]]Ïõäý/ n]: B½yÅt]/ n]ic]ä†t]: p—ýSq− ||

2-9

As we may recall, Lord y]m] 's words last time

˜‘õyç* v]•] ä÷x]lç%sy] l]bDÅ ˜‘õyç* #ÅtÅ ä÷x]lÅn¶ix]Sqõ: |
It is indeed a wonder to find an appropriate teacher to teach
appropriate student seeking ˜tm]

2-7

˜tm] #Ån]\,

to find an

#Ån]\ and to find the extraordinary spiritual illumination

on ˜tmÅ resulting from such teacher-student contact. That is the glory of perennial flow

of Upanishad Knowledge, leading ultimately to Ûey]s]/

- mçÜ]

- Total fulfillment in Life.

Lord y]m] now emphasizes the need for a competent teacher who alone can bring clarity
of knowledge on
Nachiketa:

˜tmÅ

- The Self, to any well-prepared student. Lord

n] n]reN] av]reN] p—o•: AS]: s¶iv]#ày]: b]huDÅ ic]nty]mÅn]: |
an]ny] p—o•e g]it]rõˆ] nÅist] aNÆyÅn]/ ihõ at]ky]* \ aN¶p—ýmÅNÅt]/ ||

y]m]

says to

2-8

AS]: means AS] ˜tmÅ. The ˜tmÅ -The Self about whom you are asking, That ˜tmÅ
av]reN] n]reN] p—o•: (s]it]) - when explained by an inferior person who has no cultivated
spiritual knowledge, by a person totally immersed in the pursuit of p—†y]s]/, by a person
who is himself governed by spiritual blindness, when explained by such an inferior
person, The ˜tmÅ - The Self

n] ihõ s¶iv]#ày]: -

is certainly not available for clear comprehension and doubt-free

understanding.
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That ˜tmÅ - The Self, about whom you are asking, is certainly not available for clear
comprehension and doubt-free understanding if taught by an inferior person who is
himself governed by self-ignorance, because
b]huDÅ ic]nty]mÅn]: - ˜tmÅ is thought of in many different ways by such people, such as
whether ˜tmÅ exists or whether ˜tmÅ does not exist, etc.

˜tmÅ is ONE, because of which alone any thinking is possible. If one has to think about
that ˜tmÅ itself, then certainly any number of thoughts about ˜tmÅ are possible, and
hence, one only makes one's own inference about ˜tmÅ as an object of knowledge.
˜tmÅ is not a matter for inference, because only p]roÜ] iv]S]y] - that which is remote
from oneself can be a matter for inference.

˜tmÅ - The Self, is not remote from oneself. ˜tmÅ is ap]roÜ] iv]S]y] - it is a matter for
immediate knowledge. That "I", The Self, exists, is a matter of immediate knowledge to
me. Therefore, I, The Self, is simply to be recognized by me as It is. There is nothing for
me to infer about ˜tmÅ. But, to recognize ˜tmÅ as It is, is a matter of knowledge Self-knowledge. Only people who have no Self-knowledge infer about The Self.
Therefore, the Upanishad says:

av]reN] n]reN] p—o•: (s]it]) AS] ˜tmÅ n] ihõ s¶iv]#ày]: - The nature of ˜tmÅ - The Self,
cannot be understood clearly if taught by a person who has no Self-knowledge.
Then how can one gain a clear understanding of
says:

˜tmÅ

- The Self? The Upanishad

an]ny] p—o•e g]it]rõ ˆ] nÅist] -

In this short sentence, Lord y]m] tells a lot about the
teacher, the teaching itself, and the result of such teaching which leads to a clear and

˜tmÅ. There are two words here, an]ny] and g]it]:, which
must be understood first with reference to ˜tmÅ - The SELF.
doubt-free understanding of

an]ny] is n] any]: - The one who is not different. This description applies both to the
teacher and the teaching itself, and
g]it]: - \is the path through which one moves in life in terms of thoughts, words and

g]it], namely s]v]* iv]äýlp] g]it] - entertaining different
thoughts and opinions on ˜tmÅ, and s]\sÅrõ g]it] - going through repeated births, life
circumstances, heaven, hell, etc. in this s]\sÅrõ - world of transient existence.
deeds. There are two kinds of
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an]ny] when applied to the teacher means the teacher who is ap³T]äý/ dõxÆ*, who sees
no division between oneself and everything else in this creation, the one who
recognizes the same p]rõmàìv]rõ in all existence, the one who realizes that this entire
creation is nothing but b—ýhõm]n]/, and That b—ýhõm]n]/ "I am".
What is to be known (the

#ày] v]st¶) from Vedanta - from the words of the Upanishads,
is b—ýÀ−tmÅ, meaning ˜tmÅ - The Self, is The b—ýhõm]n]/, indicated by the words s]ty]\ #Ån]\
an]nt]\ b—ýÀõ. The one who has that realization is b—ýÀõ in]SQõ - one who has realized the
knowledge of b—ýhõm]n]/.
Since one becomes a

b—ýÀõ in]SQõ through the teachings of Ûuit] - the Upanishads such a

b—ýÀõ in]SQ õis a Ûoiˆ]y] - one who is well-versed in Upanishad knowledge. And because
he is a b—ýÀõ in]SQõ, he can also teach Upanishad knowledge, just as he learned himself,
as the means for gaining Self realization. That Self realization is b—ýÀEvÅ%hõ\ aism] "I am
indeed b—ýhõm]n]/ ". There is nothing separate from me.

an]ny]: - the one who sees no division between oneself and everything
else in this creation is a Ûoiˆ]y] and b—ýÀõ in]SQõ - a Self realized person. Hence
Therefore, that

an]ny] p—o•e (s]it]) - when the nature of ˜tmÅ - The Self, is taught by such a Ûoiˆ]y]
and b—ýÀõ in]SQõ - such a self-realized person, a #Ån]I, a person of spiritual wisdom
g]it]rõˆ] nÅist], g]it]: aˆ] n] aist] - for the well-prepared student who has gained ˜tm]
#Ån]\ - Self Knowledge from a teacher who is a #Ån]I
aˆ] - in the matter of a]tmÅ - The Self
g]it]: n] aist] - there is no g]it] - there is no scope for any different opinions or
thoughts, because the student realizes that ˜tmÅ is not one of the many things which
exist, but it is the only thing that exists - there is nothing apart from b—ýhõm]n]/. That clarity
of understanding is the result of such teaching.
Further, having got such a clear vision of ˜tmÅ - The SELF - there is no question of any

s]\sÅrõ - in this ever-changing world of
existence, because the person who has such clear vision of ˜tmÅ - The Self as b—ýÀõn]/
Itself is already ONE with the all-inclusive b—ýÀõn]/.
rebirth or passing through heaven or hell in this
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an]ny] p—o•e g]it]rõˆ] nÅist]. Now let us apply the word an]ny]
to the teaching Itself. Here the teaching Itself is b—ýÀ−tmÅ, the sv]Ðp] of ˜tmÅ. The Self
is b—ýÀõn]/ as unfolded by the Upanishad words, s]ty]\ #Ån]\ an]nt]\ b—ýÀõ. Now, who can
teach that the sv]Ðp] of ˜tmÅ - the true nature of SELF is b—ýÀõn]/? Only a b—ýÀõiv]t]/ - a
knower of b—ýÀõn]/, a Self Realized #Ån]I can teach about ˜tmÅ in that manner.
That is one meaning for

Ûõv]N]\, m]n]n]\ and in]idõDyÅs]n]\ of
Upanishadic Knowledge that the true nature of oneself is WxÅvÅsy]\ wdõ\ s]v]* \ - s]v]*\
K]l¶ sv]Ðp]\ wdõ\ b—ýÀõ - everything in existence is b—ýÀõn]/ only, and there is nothing other
than b—ýÀõn]/ , on such realization, one simply recognizes oneself as b—ýÀõn]/ and everything
else about oneself and this creation resolves totally into That b—ýÀõn]/ .When that
happens, one is already ONE with b—ýÀõn]/, and there is no question of any g]it] - any
Being so taught, when the student realizes through

transmigration for that person in any form or name. Therefore,

an]ny] p—o•e g]it]rõˆ] nÅist] means
s¶iv]#ày] ˜tmÅ - The ˜tmÅ - The Self which is to be comprehended clearly, when
the knowledge about That ˜tmÅ is taught through Upanishad words which unfold the
identity of The Self in oneself as b—ýÀõn]/ , by a Teacher who is himself a b—ýÀõiv]t]/ - knower
of b—ýÀõn]/, who became a b—ýÀõiv]t]/, a #Ån]I, through exposure to [p]in]S]t]/ knowledge,
then one recognizes oneself, clearly and spontaneously, as b—ýÀõn]/ Itself, as unfolded by
the pointer expression s]ty]\ #Ån]\ an]nt]\ b—ýÀõ. On such recognition, there is no scope for
The

varying thoughts on the true nature of oneself, or transmigration of any kind, for The
Self in oneself.

an]ny], a Ûoiˆ]y] and b—ýÀõin]SQõ, a #Ån]I, if the
teacher is only an av]rõ - one who has no ˜g]m] #Ån]\ - Upanishad Knowledge, a clear
comprehension of ˜tmÅ - The Self is not possible.
Otherwise, if the Teacher is not an

Therefore, Lord y]m] says:

aN]IyÅn]/ ihõ at]ä/*y]\ aN¶p—ýmÅNÅt]/ -

If the nature of

˜tmÅ

- The SELF, is taught by a

teacher of inferior spiritual accomplishment, for such a person,
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ýmÅNÅt]/ aip] aN]IyÅn]/ B]v]it] - smaller than even the size of an atom, which means, in
effect, that ˜tmÅ becomes a matter of logical reasoning of one kind or another.
Through one kind of logical reasoning one says that ˜tmÅ is of the size of an atom. By
another kind of logical reasoning, another one says that the ˜tmÅ is smaller than even
the size of an atom. It simply means that people of inferior spiritual accomplishments
think of ˜tmÅ in terms of some finite dimensions.
The truth is that ˜tmÅ has no dimension. It is smaller than the smallest, and at the
same time it is bigger than the biggest.

˜tmÅ at]ky]*\ \ - ˜tmÅ

cannot be comprehended beyond doubt by

t]äý*

- by any

system of logical reasoning of the mind. ˜tmÅ is beyond the reach of the mind. ˜tmÅ is
beyond the scope of t]äý* - any system of logical reasoning or argumentation. Lord
points this out again in the next verse.

nðSÅ t]¿†ìN] m]it]: ˜p]nàyÅ p—o•] anyànðv] s¶#ÅnÅy] p—†SQõ |
yÅ\ tv]\ ˜p]: s]ty]D³it]: b]tÅis] tv]]dõ&õäý/ n]: B½yÅt]/ n]ic]ä†t]: p—ýSq]õ ||

y]m]

2-9

y]m] is so pleased with the mental disposition of Nachiketa being fit for gaining
˜tm] #Ån]\ - Self Knowledge, that he now addresses Nachiketa as p—†SQõ – meaning, one
who is very dear to him. We may recall here that Arjuna seeks Ûey]s]/ #Ån]\ from Sri
Krishna, and Sri Krishna tells Arjuna: wSqo%is] mà - you are dear to me. Here Nachiketa
seeks Ûey]s]/ #Ån]\ from Lord y]m], and Lord y]m] tells Nachiketa p—†SQõ - You are very dear
to me, which means the moment Nachiketa becomes committed to the pursuit of Ûey]s]/
in life, the person is already a step closer to p]rõmàìv]rõ, in oneself. Now Lord y]m] tells
Lord

Nachiketa

ASÅ m]it]: t]ä†*N] n] ˜p]nàyÅ
ASÅ m]it]: - m]it]: here is ˜tm]m]it]: - Knowledge of ˜tmÅ. Therefore
ASÅ m]it]: - This knowledge of ˜tmÅ revealed by the words of the Upanishads
t]ä†*N] n] ˜p]nàyÅ - cannot be gained through t]äý* - mere intellectual ability
argumentative or logical reasoning
˜tm] #Ån]\ - Recognition of ˜tmÅ is not a product of
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t]äý* properly. t]äý* is essentially one's intellectual ability
for understanding, analysis and proper judgment, which we often call b¶i£õ. But the word
t]äý*, or intellect, stands for b¶i£õ only in a very limited sense, because, while b¶i£õ
includes t]äý*, b¶i£õ itself is far more than t]äý*. Besides t]äý* - one's intellect, there is
within b¶i£õ a vast, hidden, unlimited and unrecognized knowledge and power
manifesting itself as Pure Reason (called b—ýÀõp¶irõ in Mundaka Upanishad 2 -2 -7) or
Intuition, beyond the reach of t]äý*. Such Pure Reason is a manifestation of one's Pure
Consciousness, ever-present, all-inclusive and unlimited b—ýÀõn]/ - The ˜tmÅ, The
p]rõmàìv]rõ within oneself. It is with reference to such Pure Reason, Pure Consciousness
in one's b¶i£õ that the Taittriya Upanishad says:
We must understand the word

s]ty]\ #Ån]\ an]nt]\ b—ýÀõ | yç vàdõ in]ihõt]\ g³h−yÅ\
p]rõmà vyçm]n]/ | sç%œutà s]vÅ*n]/ ä−mÅn]/ s]hõ | b—ýÀõNÅ iv]p]I‘õtÅ wit] |
s]ty]\-#Ån]\-an]nt]\ - That Pure Consciousness, which is
the abode of Pure Reason lying hidden in one's b¶i£õ, that person gains, experiences
The one who recognizes That

and enjoys the fulfillment of all desires simultaneously, which means that person enjoys

b—ýÀ−n]ndõ, witnessed by b—ýÀõn]/ Itself. Pure Consciousness remains as the witness to all
that a person is, or can be, conscious of.
Such is indeed the power of Pure Consciousness, lying hidden from recognition in one's

b¶i£õ, the power of Pure Reason arising from the power of such Pure Consciousness.
The knowledge and power of that Pure Reason lying hidden in one's b¶i£õ is beyond the
scope of mere t]äý* - one's limited intellect. When Vedanta talks about b¶i£õ, it means the
knowledge and power of such Pure Consciousness, manifested as Pure Reason, which
includes t]äý*, but not limited to t]äý*.
We must clearly understand that however great may be one's

t]äý* - intellectual ability,

t]äý* is only a very limited expression of the unlimited power of one's pure reason lying
hidden in one's b¶i£õ. Pure Reason is not against t]äý*. Pure Reason transcends t]äý* and
fulfills t]äý*.
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Having said that, we must understand why

t]äý*

- logical reasoning of the intellect, is

limited in knowledge and power, and why one cannot recognize

˜tmÅ

through

t]äý*.

t]äý*

depends on the world of objective knowledge and sense experiences available in
one's waking and dream states of existence. Precisely because of such dependence,
t]äý* - intellect is always an inadequate, incomplete and inconclusive means of enquiry
on the nature of Absolute Reality - The ˜tmÅ - The SELF.

In the deep sleep state of existence, one's entire world of objects and experiences
disappears. Disappears where? Disappears into one's own Pure Consciousness, which
is #Ån] sv]Ðp]\ - The abode of all knowledge from where the world of objects and
experiences reappears again in the same or modified or extended forms, in one's
waking and dream states of existence.
Therefore, in investigating the nature of Absolute Reality - The Atma, The Self, t]äý*
confines itself to the field of the known, and completely misses the Knower - The Pure
Consciousness - The Self Itself, which explains the incomplete and inconclusive nature
of the knowledge gained through

t]äý*.

Thus, the only means for recognizing Absolute Reality - The
through Pure

b¶i£õ

˜tmÅ

- The SELF is

- which is Pure Reason or Intuition arising from that Pure

Consciousness whose very nature is

s]ty] sv]Ðp]\, #Ån] sv]Ðp]\, an]nt] sv]Ðp]\

-

Unchanging infinite p½N]* #Ån]\ - totality of all knowledge which exists in all the three
states of existence, namely the waking, the dream and the deep sleep states, and which
remain largely hidden from one's recognition because of aiv]§− - spiritual blindness.

˜tmÅ being unlimited, ˜tm] #Ån]\ - Self-knowledge can be grasped only by b¶i£õ - Pure
Reason, arising from Pure Consciousness, which transcends all sense experiences.

aj¶*n], who is seeking Ûey]s]/, to resort to b¶i£õ - Pure
Reason, so many times in the B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ.
That is why Sri Krishna calls upon

Sri Krishna's words such as

b¶£O x]rõN]m]inv]cCõ - Seek refuge in b¶i£õ. b¶£e: p]rt]st]uõ s]:, b¶i£õ is the supreme power
among one's faculties

b¶i£õg—−Á\\ atÅ*in¨õy]\ - ˜tm]#Ån]\

can be grasped by

b¶i£õ, but It is beyond the reach of

sense perceptions
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b¶i£õ yçg]\ [pÅiÛõty] m]icc]–]: s]t]t]\ B]v] - It is by resorting to b¶i£õ y]og] that one realizes
one's identity with p]rõmàìv]rõ in oneself, etc.
In all the above statements, b¶i£õ must be understood as Pure Reason, reason rooted in
Pure God Consciousness, and not t]äý* - mere intellect.
Now, returning to the Upanishad, Lord y]m] says,

ASÅ m]it]: t]ä†*N] n] ˜p]nàyÅ - This knowledge of ˜tmÅ, revealed by the words of the
Upanishads, cannot be gained through t]äý* - mere intellect, mere logical reasoning.
Then, how can one gain this knowledge?

anyàn] p—o•] Av] - Only when this knowledge is taught by another person who is
oneself an ˜g]m]#]: one well-versed in ˜g]m] #Ån]\ - Upanishad knowledge, one who is
oneself a b—ýÀõiv]t]/ - a Self-realized person, only then

ASÅ m]it]: s¶#ÅnÅy] (B]v]it]), sÅÜÅt]/ ä−r−y] B]v]it] becomes ap]roÜ] #Ån]\ - immediate knowledge, as It is.
˜tmÅ

this knowledge about

becomes a matter of immediate knowledge, as It is, only when

˜tmÅ

˜tm] #Ån]\

is

taught by an ˜g]m]#]: - a qualified teacher well-versed in Vedanta. Further,

yÅ\ tv]\ ˜p]: means yÅ\ ˜tm]m]it]: tv]\ ˜p]: - What you already have about ˜tm] #Ån]\
namely overriding commitment to the pursuit of ˜tm] #Ån]\ that you already have, even
that, t]ä†*N] n] ˜p]nàyÅ one cannot have through t]äý* - through mere intellect. Then how
does one get the mental disposition needed for a commitment to the pursuit of ˜tm]
#Ån]\ ? Only when one has an overriding value, overriding devotion, overriding will for
the pursuit of Absolute Truth at all times.
Nachiketa has indeed that overriding value, overriding devotion, overriding will for the
pursuit of s]ty]\ - Absolute Truth, which Lord y]m] truly appreciates. Therefore, in
appreciation of Nachiketa's love for s]ty]\, Lord

y]m] exclaims

s]ty]D³it]: b]tÅis], tv]\ s]ty]D³it]: b]t] ais]
b]t], aho - what a wonderful person you are
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s]ty]D³it].

You are one who has a firm resolve to

recognize the Truth of ˜tmÅ - The SELF. Even though you were tempted with a
number of other things, you did not opt for any of them. You remained firm in your
pursuit of ˜tm] #Ån]\ - Self Knowledge.

b]t] - aho What a wonderful person you are!
s]ty]D³it]: tv]\ ais] - Indeed, you have your will yoked to TRUTH. "To yoke the will to

Truth" is the greatest thing that a person can do with one's will. That is the highest moral
and spiritual training in its entirety.

p—†y]s]/ - exclusive pursuit of transient pleasures, ultimately becomes a
force for degradations in life. But Nachiketa's will is yoked to Ûey]s]/ -s]ty]\. Nachiketa
The will yoked to

is indeed an extraordinary person.

tvÅÏõä/ n]: B½yÅt]/ n]ic]ä†t]: p—ýSq]
n]ic]ä†t]: - O! Nachiketa
n]: - for us teachers
tvÅÏõä/ p—ýSq− B½y]]t]/ - may we have
p—ýSq− - questioners
tvÅÏõä/ - like you
May we, the ˜cÅyÅ*s - teachers like Myself, have such ix]SyÅs - disciples, devoted to
Absolute Truth, like yourself, O! Nachiketa. With such extraordinary complements, Lord
y]m] welcomes and accepts Nachiketa as a worthy disciple for Him to teach b—ýÀõ iv]§õ],

˜tm] #Ån]\, in fulfillment of his 3rd v]rõ to Nachiketa.
Again, recalling our opening words to day

˜‘õyç* v]•] ä÷x]lç%sy] l]bDÅ ˜‘õyç* #ÅtÅ ä÷x]lÅn¶ix]Sq: |
y]m] is wonderful. The student Nachiketa is
wonderful, and what results from their contact with each other, namely the äýQop]in]S]t]/
Here in this Upanishad, the Teacher, Lord

is also wonderful as It is. We will continue next time.
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